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Rescued from alien slavers, former cop Dayna wakes to discover she's host to a powerful alien symbiont, and the onlyRescued from alien slavers, former cop Dayna wakes to discover she's host to a powerful alien symbiont, and the only

man who can help her is the mysterious and dangerous casino owner, Rillian.man who can help her is the mysterious and dangerous casino owner, Rillian.

Dayna Caplan has dedicated her life to protecting others...and now that she's no longer a captive at the desert arena

of Zaabha, she desperately wants to help find the last of the other human women who were abducted by the

Thraxians. But now she has to deal with the intense hunger and powerful new abilities the alien living inside grants

her...and the person forcing her to confront her new reality is the cool, enigmatic, and far-too-attractive Rillian.

Rillian has wheeled and dealed his way to the top of the food chain on the lawless desert world of Carthago. He lets no

one close and keeps iron-clad control on his life...which is vital to keeping the lethal power within him in check. But

one human woman--tough, stubborn, and fascinating Dayna--works her way under his skin, and he finds himself

obsessed with protecting her. But as dead bodies start appearing in his casino as a deadly warning, dangers are closing

in on them.

With their allies, the gladiators from the House of Galen, Rillian and Dayna find themselves fighting for survival on

every front. On the hunt to find Zaabha and the lost humans, they will face murderers, slavers, and the deadliest of

all challenges...the aliens living within them.

Note to readers:Note to readers: This sci fi romance contains a lot of action (think wild gladiatorial fights and terrible murders),

tough gladiators (the warriors of the House of Galen) and a steamy romance (between a sexy, mysterious casino
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owner and a tough, stubborn cop from Earth). So if you like it fast, and gritty, and sexy, this is for you!

Includes a preview of Marcus, Book 1 of Hell Squad.
___________________________________________________

Q & A with the AuthorQ & A with the Author

Q - How would you describe the Galactic Gladiators series?Q - How would you describe the Galactic Gladiators series?

A - Gladiators in space! The desert planet of Carthago is home to the Kor Magna Arena: it's a mix of low and high

tech. Think the Colosseum of Ancient Rome with a touch of professional sports and a side of Las Vegas glitz and

temptation. You'll see a lot of action-packed romance as women abducted from Earth clash with tough, gritty

gladiators fighting for love, honor, and freedom.

Q - Why did you want to write the series?Q - Why did you want to write the series?

A - It's no secret that I love action, adventure and romance. And I love science fiction romance and all the endless

possibilities. Raiden, the gladiator hero of Gladiator, stormed into my head and wanted his story told. I saw this big,

tough man covered in tattoos facing off with an equally tough female space marine from Earth. That's where it all

began, and since then the planet of Carthago, the intrigues of the Kor Magna Arena, and an amazing band of

gladiators came to life.

Q - What order should I read the books in?Q - What order should I read the books in?

A - All the Galactic Gladiator books will be stand-alone romances centered on the Kor Magna Arena, rescuing

abducted humans, and making a life far from home. Here's the order I suggest:

- Gladiator

- Warrior

- Hero

- Protector

- Champion

- Barbarian

- Beast

- Rogue

- Guardian

- Cyborg (coming soon)

About Anna:About Anna: I'm passionate about all things action romance. I love stories that combine the thrill of falling in love

with the excitement of action, danger and adventure. I write about people overcoming unbeatable odds and

achieving seemingly impossible goals. I like to believe it's possible for all of us to do the same.

The Galactic Gladiators Science Fiction Romance Series: Science Fiction Romance, Action Adventure Romance,

Space Opera, Futuristic Romance, Fantasy Romance, Military Romance, and Paranormal Romance
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